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Meetings, sharing: great dynamism and a
beautiful mission to accomplish.
Dear friends,

We are in an uncertain period faced with all these conflicts and
fears, so we have a special thought for our Christians in the
East who are fighting for their future every day.
We may well wonder: what is the joy of Christians today?
Is it commitment? A form of power in the Church? An
ideology?
If that is all it is, then this joy will soon be fleeting and fruitless.
But on the other hand, knowing we are loved by God who gave
us his Son gives us joy, an inner strength.
God is committed to us in our humanity and our joy finds its
source in this reality, transforms us and spreads to those
around us.
This is where the future of our movements is at stake: to offer
joy and hope in Jesus Christ in our world today.
In the various testimonials that follow you will find our
dynamism but let us not forget that we are called to serve a
message that goes beyond us.

The MIAMSI president
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50th anniversary of Cardinal
Cardijn’s death

The Mali Catholic Church’s Social
Weeks were held on 28 - 30
November 2017.
Place and role of the Christian Family in the process
of peace and reconciliation underway in Mali in the
light of Pope Francis’s post-synodal apostolic
exhortation "Amoris Laetitia"

José Cardjin, foundator of JOC, 1912

"In a special way, I send a warm greeting to the
Pilgrims of the International Cardijn Community on
the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the death
of Cardinal Joseph Cardijn and I encourage them in
their generous service of the Gospel. May Jesus
confirm each one of you in the faith and make you
the witnesses of his love in the world." Thus spoke
Francis on August 23, confirming the Catholic
action approach, which includes MIAMSI "Seeing,
discerning, acting": a questioning for all Christians
bearing the Good News.

The MIAMSI President attended
the Forum of Catholic Inspired
Organizations in Rome, 11 – 13
December.
Message from Pope Francis
NGOs are more flexible than institutions. This is
seen in the great variety that is not always easy to
understand in its unity but also offers a level of
freedom to be put to good use.
Always take concrete action! Your testimonial value
is more important than ideology.
Be inclusive in your efforts! The way forward for
Catholic-inspired organizations is inclusive.” And so
on.
Intensify collaboration and develop action
synergies.

"Christian family, bring your stone to help build a
united, peaceful and reconciled Mali"

Protestant celebrations
The 500 years of the "Reformation" were celebrated
this year 2017, Catholics and Protestants together. It
was a very strong sign because our world needs a
common witness, in a spirit of reconciliation. From
conflict, the Protestant and Catholic churches have
moved to communion.
Reforms in the Church are usual and regular. They
take place during synods, councils ... Since St. Paul, St.
Francis of Assisi and St. Dominic, many "reforms"
have taken place in the Church. Martin LUTHER was
one of those reformers. History and solidarity at the
time led to this one resulting in a separation. A monk
wanted reform, while in Rome a pope did not want it.
During several councils the Church had tried to put an
end to abuses, especially of indulgences, but without
success.
Martin LUTHER had felt the need for reforms in his
Church. By translating the Bible into the language
spoken by the people, he brought us closer to the
Scriptures. He was a monk deeply moved by the spirit
of the Gospel. He invited us to live in trust in God the
Father, a merciful God, a God of grace who takes the
initiative to love us and save us, a God who allows a
true encounter with Jesus Christ. He said, "Sinners are
not loved because they are beautiful. They are
beautiful because they are loved.”
The Reformation re-taught the Catholic Church the
strength and greatness of God's mercy. The process of
the Reformation reminds us of the constant need for
reform in the Church, as in all societies. The Christian
life is an ongoing conversion.
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AFRICAN BOARD :
Recent news of the African Board :
Niamey (Niger)
"Despite all kinds of fears and conflicts, as actors in
the Church and society, we commit with others to
be makers of dialogue, reconciliation and peace, to
have the courage to fight injustice. Faced with all
the
phenomena
of
destabilization
and
reconstruction in Africa, we are challenged and
solicited in various ways as actors in the processes
of mediation, dialogue or reconciliation
mechanisms even in countries where Christians are
in the minority. It's up to us to organize to meet
these challenges."Around this thought the General
Assembly of the African Board of the International
Movement of Apostolate of Independent Social
Milieus was held on September 29 - October 1,
2017, in the meeting room of the Christian Training
Center (CFC), located in the Niamey Archdiocese
premises in Niger.

From echoes from the movements/ countries, it
appears that in all the member countries activities
are carrying on more or less successfully. After
holding the 14th MIAMSI General Assembly in
Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso) in October 2016,
MIAMSI-Benin continued its youth training
activities. MIAMSI-Burkina continued to energize
teams outside Bobo-Dioulasso, the Mali MCRC has
been involved in preparing the Mali Church Social
Weeks which it has headed, and the Niger GRAC
has made it a point of honour to prepare the
current African Board meeting that it is hosting.
MIAMSI-Togo and MIAMSI-Senegal, which are
younger movements compared to those mentioned

above, have taken significant actions in accordance
with their respective action plans.
Regarding ownership of the challenge proposed by
the International Board to all the movements/
countries and its contextualization by the African
Board, it was then resolved that each movement
adopts a roadmap enabling progress to be
measured. Emphasis was laid on the need to stand
together and initiate dialogue in the face of rising
dangers. Monitoring previous dialogue platforms
(checking commitments), continuing joint actions
and learning about results (check on what has been
implemented).

Benin : “Justice and peace, nonimpunity and mercy : Key to new
citizenship”
This is the theme of the 20th International
Symposium of the Institute of Justice and Peace
Makers/Le Chant d’Oiseau (IAJP/CO) from Benin.
Gathered from various countries of the West
African sub-region, France and Italy on December
14 - 15, 2017 at the initiative of the abovementioned Institute under the patronage of the
Benin Bishops’ Conference and the Integrated
Human Development Dicastery in Rome, the
attendees adopted a Manifesto which can be
summarized in two points below:
Borne by the sense of human dignity, an inalienable
principle of the Church’s Social Doctrine, a principle
strongly reaffirmed in the preamble and spirit of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, a
principle shared by all religions and political trends
to help the good of every man and all mankind;
Being well aware of man’s fallibility and his
perfectibility and recognizing the need to build
social life for a lasting peace based on justice, the
attendees decide to be the first observers and
therefore witnesses and actors of the
implementation of the commitments made in their
respective living environments so that a solidarity
network may now be set up to support any action
against impunity in truth and service of a new
citizenship.
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LATIN AMERICA SECRETARIATE:
The movements is present in Bolivia, Brasil,
Chile, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay

proposed by the movement. This flexibility in
the dynamics of work has refreshed the
motivation of Latin American MIAMSI
members and responded to the interests of the
new generations in whom we have placed the
hopes of renewal for continuity of the
movement.

The various countries have also reflected on
specific themes related to the sheet proposed
by the SAL.

Bolivia :
Meeting of RCB in Juiz de Fora

During 2017, several groups in the region
worked on the form proposed by the SAL,
entitled "Words that take us away from God".
After being challenged by a reality that shows
us how young people are moving away from a
church that, while trying to meet current
needs, continues to manage words that reflect
an older thought that is incomprehensible to
new generations.
This year, several groups have chosen to put in
place other dynamics to encourage reflection.
The youngest group (with participants between
the ages of 15 and 25) offers a list of topics
that concern them and, by lottery, they choose
the topic to be discussed at the next meeting.
Other groups have opted for each member to
prepare a theme that motivates reflection,
whether from a video, an exhibition, etc. In
other groups, reflection starts from the reading
of consensually selected books.
What is common to all is that, on the basis of
the motivating theme of dynamics, reflection is
worked through the steps of SEEING,
DISCERNING, and ACTING. This way of working
does not leave aside the scripture meditation,
the life review, the inquiry or the year theme

We worked on the theme proposed by the Sal
with the sheet "Words that take us away from
God"

Brazil :
"Violence against the excluded: women,
homosexuals and ethnic groups (indigenous
and migrants)."

Chile :
"Words that take us away from God", and the
second half of the year worked on the theme
of "Happiness", inspired by the Peruvian
movement.

Paraguay:
The theme "Reconstruction and experience of
faith"

Peru:
"Let us live happy and sow happiness in our
brothers."

Uruguay:
The theme of the year was "Omission.”
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EUROPEAN RELAY

Multiple
sharing
highlighted
the
many
commitments of the ACI members, but also
admission of embarrassment, even fear of bearing
witness of ACI in the various milieus of life, leaven
in the dough but how to be light of the world?
We prayed in various forms, sang, discovered new
ways to undertake, work, take care of nature and
our brothers.
We have been called to the ecological conversion
dear to Pope Francis so that all have a good life.
We experienced 3 days of an ACI excursion: it
remains for us to re-read that work and think about
our mission in the context of today's world.

France : Annecy Rally
ACI France chose to gather its members for All
Saints Day. From 1st to 3rd November there were
810 of us and about forty children. Thanks to
Assuncao Mexia from Portugal and Jean Pierre
Lahaut from Belgium for joining us.
While seniors were in the majority, there were
young people present, with various expectations …
3 days of celebration, fraternity, prayer of sharing
and reflection. Three days being challenged by the
Encyclical Laudato si, invited to look lucidly at the
world near or far, both in its beauty and its
ugliness.
Three days
To discern what is already germinating at the heart
of all our individual and collective compromises
and ambiguities.
To discover through various meetings, workshops,
agora, round tables, in the ACI way starting from
life, that EVERYTHING IS LINKED.
To understand that we are all responsible for the
common house, our earth, and the Kingdom that
God offers us to live in. This Kingdom is the one
where the poor are fed and clothed when they are
hungry and cold, prisoners visited when they are
locked up.

Italy :
Living through conflict for future hope, is the 20172018 topic for the Rinascita Cristiana Movement
The strength and foundation of our action is the
God’s Word to be lived today, the meditation on
biblical prophecies established by Father Jean Louis
Ska plays an important role in our reflection on the
news because it reminds us that conflict is always
present in the lives of believers.
The four themes proposed to the teams aim at
enrichment and discernment (Evangelii Gaudium
50) on these issues:
− Social Rights and Private Rights.
− Family Conflicts.
− The lack of work.
− Corruption and violence.
−
These four themes reflect the situations that affect
us in everyday life in Italian and European society.
They can motivate discouragement and
helplessness but at the same time Conversion and
Hope.
The strength of the God’s Word assisting the
teams’ work will enable us to look beyond conflict
and open up to future hope.
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INTER-ISLES BOARD:
Madagascar:
Madagascar elected its new President : Mr. Théo
Ravoahanginiaina
Congratulations and we wish you all the best in
your mission!

Board meeting in Ambarilava

We, members of the EFIKRI/ACI movement, held our
General Assembly and National Council in
Ambarilava, Moramanga on 21- 24 May 2017, with
the theme of "Let us live as reconciled people". We
were also there to renew our National Board for the
next three years.
At the end of our Assembly, we present some
major challenges below,
In order to work for the renewal of the country and
pursue a path of reconciliation, with ourselves,
God, other people and our environment, we want
to underline four (4) realities to act on:

Church. In this way we will be better able to
position ourselves in a life that today requires us to
choose more than ever the good that gives us life
over the invading evil with all its destructive forms
of the person, the family and society.
We must help individuals and families in this way.
Society:
We want to contribute to an overhaul of the
nation’s education system, from the Gospel
perspective. We must not hesitate to reach the
influential people in society, and even get involved
in politics to the extent of our abilities. It is a great
service for the good of the whole nation. The
prospect of the upcoming elections is a wake-up
call for us, along with other people of goodwill, to
engage in the preparation and smooth running of
this important civic activity.
The Church:
We wish to work more in collaboration with the
other apostolic movements of the senior branch of
CEPAL, in particular to pass on together messages
from the Bishops’ Conference and the Church’s
Social Doctrine. We also have to open up more,
make ourselves better known and develop
fraternal relations with the parishes and their
clergy, because life with and for Christ is our only
common concern.
All these actions and many more, are to be carried
out, relying on the confidence in the Spirit of the
risen Christ, in persevering prayer, for only divine
mercy can truly change our hearts for effective
reconciliation.

OTHERS COUNTRIES:
The individual person: is the first reality to
transform; it's about working on ourselves as much
as helping others in this way. We want to strive to
live in truth, to access true freedom. We strive to
overcome fear, jealousy, and all the damaging
attitudes of this kind that are blocking the advance
of our culture and our living together today. It is an
ongoing task that requires kindness and
perseverance.
The Family: another reality that requires our
attention because it is the basis of society and the

Middle East :
News from Syria (2017)
MIAMSI/Renouveau Chrétien is ongoing in
Syria despite the difficult situation. Mrs. Hayat,
the president of the movement, has
encouraged members to continue during all
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these difficult years, deploying measures and
facilities to make it still active during the war.
From time to time Mrs. Hayat attends the
meetings of the various groups to morally
consolidate and encourage them.

Aruldhas, President of AIM , he welcomed all
the members of the AIM diocesan Units.
This year the theme for discussion was “Peace
is Possible”.
Diocesan Units were given the following topic
for presentation:

This year, there was not a single general theme
for the groups, we worked on different topics
related to the current situation of the country
during crisis and war.

1. Promoting Peace within:
Finding Peace
within our own Family (Husband & wife,
Parents& Children).

Namely: Joy of love and family, Living the joy of
the beatitudes, How to envisage contemporary
atheism, Communicating and controlling, The
Christian’s role in reforming Man and society,
Christianity and Accepting the Other, Teaching
the truth without fear, The role of women in
restoring peace, Why Lord? Until when?

3. Promoting peace with:- Call to promote
peace among the ethnic Community of the
church ’ .

In addition, two retreats at Christmas and
Easter are on the programme. The MIAMSI
year ended in May with a closing Mass
presided by His Beatitude Monsignor Joseph
Absi, the Greek Melkite Catholic Bishop who
was elected Patriarch during the June 2017
synod. (The MIAMSI year in Syria follows the
school year from September/October to
May/June).
At the end of the year, any member is
asked to propose a theme or topic close to
their heart for the coming year.
During the summer, the Christian
Renewal Committee (MIAMSI) meets with the
General Chaplain to study

India :
The Annual General Body Meeting started with
an Eucharistic celebration. Rev. Fr G. Patrick,
National Chaplain celebrated the Holy Mass
attended by all the members. This was
followed by a welcome address by Dr Michael

2. Respecting human dignity in the extended
family (Brothers, sisters, cousins’ and
neighbors’.

4. Promoting Peace among the Working
Community.
5. Promoting Environmental peace building.
6. Promoting Church accessible to People with
disabilities and other vulnerable group.

MIAMSI in Geneva 2017-2018
The instrument which seems to us the most
adapted to the features of the MIAMSI local
movements is the UPR, i.e. the Universal Periodic
Examination. It allows them to be part of
monitoring the application of human rights in their
own country. In countries where democracy is
young and fragile, this is also an exercise in
democracy. In general, except in specific cases,
MIAMSI's national movements do not have the
capacity to compile a file on human rights
violations alone or monitor implementation of the
UPR recommendations in their own country; we
therefore advise them to link up with NGOs that
are more organized or specialized on Human Rights
issues. There are a number of Catholic-based NGOs
working on the UPR, either among MIACS
(Specialized Catholic Action Movement) like Pax
Romana, or among more important organizations
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such as Caritas Internationalis, BICE- OIDEL,
Franciscans, Dominicans etc.

Why the theme of " Building our Dream
school"?

The latest UPR sessions were held on 6 - 17
November 2017 and the African countries
examined were: Gabon, Ghana, Benin and outside
of Africa, Argentina and Peru.
In January-February 2018 Mali, Burundi, France and
Luxembourg will be examined.
In April-May 2018 it will be the turn of Burkina
Faso, Cape Verde, Djibouti and Cameroon as well as
Colombia.
Then in October-November 2018 Senegal, Nigeria,
Mauritius, Central Africa, Chad, Congo, Malaysia
and Malta.
Then in January-February 2019: Eritrea and
Uruguay,
In April-May 2019: the Democratic Republic of
Congo, Ivory Coast, Equatorial Guinea and Ethiopia.
And finally
in October-November 2019:
Madagascar, Gambia, Angola, Egypt and Bolivia.
Please remember that NGO files must be submitted
for review at least six months before the start of
the session.

NEWS FROM OTHER MOVEMENTS :

International Youth Catholic
Students :
“Building our Dream school”: 2017 World JECI
Day

Each person in their own life is the protagonist
of a context. For students, this environment is
the school: it is the place where we spend most
of our time, where we learn and what we
consider our second home. It is in this place
that we can meet each other, grow as men and
women, and start to be good citizens for our
country.

MIDADE : Lebanon
"Do not stop the Earth breathing", this is the
theme chosen by the MIDADE children
following their reflection on the encyclical
Laudato Si that closed the 50-delegate meeting
in April 2017 and was announced during the
Movement’s National Feast Day in May. During
2 initial and ongoing training sessions
organized in July and August, the 120 guides
studied in detail the ecological, social and
spiritual meaning of Pope Francis' call. Each
group of children will choose the action they
will find corresponds to the needs of their
community. Among these areas, the dimension
of beauty, solidarity, sharing of resources,
effort and work...

Today, we are celebrating the universality of
our dear, noble Movement, Catholic Students
International, we are activists, we are the
Church, we are students, we are international,
we are the leaders of positive change and
above all, we are united.
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Do you know Marie Louise Monnet?
(Cognac 25 September 1902 – Tours 2 November 1988)

When she was 18, she found herself in Geneva and had the opportunity to attend the
League of Nations General Assembly. "Suddenly, I wondered: could there not be a
place for Catholics from all countries to get together and know, understand, support,
open up to each other according to the Church’s teaching on these issues?” The
assembly topics were social, economic and political conditions. From this passage of
her biography we can draw two major themes: the importance of meeting
internationally and our availability to ordinary and extraordinary events.
And do I let myself be challenged by the reality I perceive and am I able to discover
the Spirit of God who is calling me to shape tomorrow’s world?
On which occasions am I available to play my role in the world? On which occasions
do I prefer to stay on the sidelines?

Meeting :
February 10 - 11 : Meeting of the Strasbourg team at the Council of Europe

Calendar :
•
•
•

•

March 22, 23: European Relay meeting in Paris
April 7 and 8: Meeting of MIAMSI International Board with MIACS in Paris at ACI.
April 9 to 13: MIAMSI International Board meeting in Paris
July 19 to 23: XV ELAM (MIAMSI Latino America meeting) in the theme : A GLOBAL CHALLENGE:
BUILDING AND TAKING CARE OF THE "COMMON HOUSE"
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